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I disagree about the Tabash debate. Tabash never defended secular humanism, as he was required to do,
while Craig answered all of Tabashâ€™s arguments and counterarguments against Christianity *in addition*
to critiquing secular humanism.
600+ Atheism vs. Theism Debates
Nontheistic religions are traditions of thought within a religious contextâ€”some otherwise aligned with theism,
others notâ€”in which nontheism informs religious beliefs or practices. Nontheism has been applied [by
whom?] to the fields of Christian apologetics and general liberal theology, and plays significant roles in
Hinduism, Buddhism ...
Nontheistic religion - Wikipedia
The existence of God is a subject of debate in the philosophy of religion and popular culture. A wide variety of
arguments for and against the existence of God can be categorized as metaphysical, logical, empirical, or
subjective.
Existence of God - Wikipedia
STUDY GUIDE to Miracles By C.S. Lewis Introduction Lewisâ€™ lucid, generous minded and
comprehensive apologetic for miracles is, in its own way, no less compelling than Mere Christianity in the
case it makes for the overall rationality of
STUDY GUIDE to Miracles - C.S. Lewis Foundation
(This is the first of five articles on the subject of Puritan evangelism.) A great Puritan evangelist, John Rogers,
warned his congregation against neglecting Scripture by telling them what God might say: â€œI have trusted
you so long with my Bible â€¦ it lies in [some] houses all covered with dust and cobwebs, you care not to
listen to it.
Puritan Evangelism (1): A Biblical Approach | Heritage
Dr. Michael Sabom is a cardiologist whose book entitled Light and Death includes a detailed medical and
scientific analysis of an amazing near-death experience (NDE) of a woman named Pam Reynolds
(1956--2010).
People Have Near-Death Experiences While Brain Dead
Sean Carroll is a successful theoretical physicist, skilled ponderer of philosophical questions and gifted
communicator of science. He brings all these qualities to bear in his big-hearted, ambitious latest book
â€œThe Big Picture.â€•
The Big Picture: On the Origins of Life, Meaning, and the
Along with his translations, Digges added commentary and new ideas, making it clear that the Copernican
model was more than philosophy, it was a physically real model of the solar system.
Did "Cosmos" Pick the Wrong Hero? - Out There
Atheists often lose public debates with theists, especially when going up against heavyweights like William
Lane Craig. I donâ€™t know of an atheist losing a debate to someone who denies evolution.
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Why Atheists Lose Debates - Common Sense Atheism
There is a discussion among political theorists on whether religious liberty should be taken as special, or just
another aspect of some standard liberty like personal autonomy.
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